U.S.S.R. SUPPORT FOR INDONESIAN CLAIM TO W. IRIAN

MOGADISHU, May 16 (AP) — The Indonesian Foreign Minister, Mr. Alexander Rusgiyono, yesterday signed an agreement undersigned by Mr. Iman Santoso, the Indonesian ambassador to the U.S., that the U.S.S.R. would support Indonesia’s claim to western Irian.

As a concession given by the U.S.S.R. to the Indonesian claim, it was understood that the U.S.S.R. would provide economic and military support to Indonesia in the event of a conflict with the Netherlands and that Indonesia would recognize the U.S.S.R.’s rights in the region.

KARBIL SPORTS ROUND-UP

The following are the results of the sports activities in KARBIL:

Basketball: The KARBIL Basketball Team defeated the visiting team from the neighboring town by a score of 54-42.

Handball: The KARBIL Handball Team easily defeated the visiting team from the neighboring town by a score of 21-10.

Volleyball: The KARBIL Volleyball Team had a close match with the visiting team from the neighboring town, but managed to win by a score of 25-23.

Soccer: The KARBIL Soccer Team had a friendly match with the visiting team from the neighboring town, but the match ended in a draw.

KARBIL GOLF Club

In order to support the local community, the KARBIL Golf Club has set up a scholarship program for students from the local area.

KARIBIL GOLF Club

INFORMATION FROM THE TOURNAMENT COMMITTEE

KARIBIL GOLF Club

The tournament is open to all golfers from the local area.

KARIBIL GOLF Club

RESULTS

KARIL, May 9 — The following golfers participated in the tournament and played well:

CHAMPIONSHIP

1. J. P. F. (54)
2. J. P. S. (56)
3. J. P. K. (58)
4. J. P. L. (60)
5. J. P. M. (62)

RUNNERS-UP

1. J. P. N. (54)
2. J. P. O. (56)
3. J. P. P. (58)
4. J. P. Q. (60)
5. J. P. R. (62)

ADVL.

KARIBIL GOLF Club

PAPAYA BINES

To facilitate the transportation of papaya, the Papaya Bines Society has established a new route.

ADVL.

KARIBIL GOLF Club

The tournament was sponsored by the KARBIL Golf Club and was well attended by all the local enthusiasts.

KARIBIL GOLF Club

PRESENTATION

The winners of the tournament were presented with trophies and certificates.

KARIBIL GOLF Club

EDUCATION IN AFGHANISTAN

The government of Afghanistan is committed to improving the educational system in the country.

KARIBIL GOLF Club

AFRICAN AIRLINES

Fly Afghan Air

Leaflet Collections

Groove Valley

ชนะธง

KARIBIL GOLF Club

ARIANA Afghan Airlines

KARIBIL GOLF Club

PENALTY

The tournament was won by Mr. J. P. F., who was penalized for playing too fast.

KARIBIL GOLF Club

MARIOPOLI PROJECTS

In order to improve the infrastructure in the region, the MARIOPOLI Project has been launched.

KARIBIL GOLF Club

IMPLEMENTATION OF DEVELOPMENT PLAN

His Majesty the King of Afghanistan has been invited to visit the region to witness the progress made in the development plan.

KARIBIL GOLF Club

THE WEATHER

SUNDAY: Sunny with a high of 28°C.
TUESDAY: Sunny with a high of 29°C.
WEDNESDAY: Sunny with a high of 30°C.
THURSDAY: Sunny with a high of 31°C.
FRIDAY: Sunny with a high of 32°C.
SATURDAY: Sunny with a high of 33°C.
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EXPLORATORY TALKS ON BERLIN TO CONTINUE

In order to maintain peace in the region, the talks on Berlin will continue.
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OPERATION OF DEVELOPMENT PLAN

His Majesty the King of Afghanistan has been invited to witness the progress made in the development plan.
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NO BANNED OBJECTION TO ACCESS PLAN, SAYS KENNEDY

WASHINGTON: May 16 (AP) — President Kennedy yesterday stated that there were no objections to the access plan.
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EFFECTS TO RESTORE TRUE TEXT LOANS
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KAREIL CALLS FOR SOVIET SUPPORT
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PRIZES TO BE GIVEN
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HUMANITARIAN WORK OF RED CRESCENT SOCIETY

THE PRESS AND RADIO

An appeal to the American public for aid to the Red Crescent Society of Afghanistan.

Radio KABUL Programme

(External Services)

First English Programme: 21.30 a.m. EST (18.30 hrs. GMT) on 31 August, 1955.


Third English Programme: 21.30 a.m. EST (18.30 hrs. GMT) on 19 October, 1955.

Fourth English Programme: 21.30 a.m. EST (18.30 hrs. GMT) on 19 November, 1955.

Fifth English Programme: 21.30 a.m. EST (18.30 hrs. GMT) on 19 December, 1955.

Sixth English Programme: 21.30 a.m. EST (18.30 hrs. GMT) on 19 January, 1956.

A view of the newly-opened cement factory at Ghur.

In the southwestern corner of the Afghan plains, a prosperous corner has been established. This is the result of the efforts of the Afghan people and the assistance of the United Nations and other international organizations. The area is now producing cement for the reconstruction of Afghanistan.

The prosperity of the region is due to the efforts of the Afghan government, which has encouraged industrial development. The government has provided financial assistance and technical advice to the companies operating in the area.

The Afghan people have also played a significant role in the development of the region. They have worked hard to ensure the success of the project.

The United Nations has played a significant role in the development of the region. The United Nations Development Program has provided financial assistance and technical advice to the companies operating in the area.

The region is now producing cement for the reconstruction of Afghanistan. This is a significant achievement for the Afghan people and the United Nations.

The United Nations is committed to helping Afghanistan recover from the effects of the war.

(To be continued)
VIOLATION OF CEASE-FIRE IN LAOS

U.S.S.R. Told Of U.S. Concern

NEW YORK, May 11. (AP)—The United States yesterday told the United Nations that it was ready to take "immediate steps" to end the bombing of Laos.

The U.S. move was announced in New York by Secretary of State John F. Kennedy, who said the U.S. had been "informed of a Russian decision to withdraw its armed forces from Laos." The U.S. had been informed of a "Russian decision to withdraw its armed forces from Laos," the U.S. State Department said.

The situation in Laos is expected to be discussed at the United Nations today by the Security Council.

Nuclear Powers Urged To Hold Serious Talks

NEW YORK, May 10. (AP)—The United Nations Security Council today urged the nuclear powers to hold "serious talks" on the nuclear test ban.

The resolution, submitted by Guyana, is expected to be adopted by the Security Council at its meeting today.

The resolution said that "the nuclear powers must accept a nuclear test ban." It said that "the United Nations must play a role in this..." The resolution also said that "the United Nations must play a role in this..."

Transit Fact With Iran Approved

NEW YORK, May 10. (AP)—The United Nations has approved a transit fact with Iran.

The transit fact, which was approved by the United Nations Security Council, will allow Iranians to transit through the United States.

The transit fact will allow Iranians to transit through the United States on their way to other countries.

KABUL SPORTS ROUND-UP

The following are the results of the matches played in the Kabul Masters Tournament:

1. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 30-15.
2. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-30.
3. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 20-15.
5. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 25-15.
7. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 30-15.
8. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-30.
9. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 20-15.
11. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 25-15.
13. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 30-15.
15. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 20-15.
17. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 25-15.
19. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 30-15.
21. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 20-15.
23. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 25-15.
25. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 30-15.
27. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 20-15.
29. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 25-15.
31. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 30-15.
32. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-30.
33. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 20-15.
34. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-20.
35. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 25-15.
36. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-25.
37. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 30-15.
38. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-30.
39. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 20-15.
40. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-20.
41. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 25-15.
42. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-25.
43. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 30-15.
44. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-30.
45. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 20-15.
46. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-20.
47. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 25-15.
49. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 30-15.
50. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-30.
51. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 20-15.
52. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-20.
53. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 25-15.
54. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-25.
55. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 30-15.
56. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-30.
57. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 20-15.
58. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-20.
59. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 25-15.
60. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-25.
61. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 30-15.
63. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 20-15.
64. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-20.
65. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 25-15.
66. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-25.
67. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 30-15.
68. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-30.
69. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 20-15.
70. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-20.
71. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 25-15.
72. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-25.
73. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 30-15.
74. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-30.
75. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 20-15.
76. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-20.
77. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 25-15.
78. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-25.
79. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 30-15.
80. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-30.
81. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 20-15.
82. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-20.
83. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 25-15.
84. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-25.
85. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 30-15.
86. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-30.
87. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 20-15.
88. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-20.
89. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 25-15.
90. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-25.
91. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 30-15.
92. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-30.
93. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 20-15.
94. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-20.
95. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 25-15.
96. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-25.
97. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 30-15.
98. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-30.
99. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 20-15.
100. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-20.
101. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 25-15.
102. The Afghan team beat the Indian team 15-25.
103. The Indian team beat the Afghan team 30-15.